SUMMER FOOD SERVICE PROGRAM
BID AWARD SUMMARY

SPONSOR: ____________________________________________________________

LEA CODE: __________________________________________________________

Bid publicly opened, read, recorded on: ________________________________

The following is a list of bidder(s) meeting specifications*

COMPANY #1 _________________________________________________________
**BID BOND INCLUDED: _________________________
PRICE/MEAL: BREAKFAST_____LUNCH______SNACK_____SUPPER_______
TOTAL BIDS VALUE__________

COMPANY #2 _________________________________________________________
**BID BOND INCLUDED: _________________________
PRICE/MEAL: BREAKFAST_____LUNCH______SNACK_____SUPPER_______
TOTAL BIDS VALUE__________

COMPANY #3 _________________________________________________________
**BID BOND INCLUDED: _________________________
PRICE/MEAL: BREAKFAST_____LUNCH______SNACK_____SUPPER_______
TOTAL BIDS VALUE_____________

COMPANY #4 _________________________________________________________
**BID BOND INCLUDED: _________________________
PRICE/MEAL: BREAKFAST_____LUNCH______SNACK_____SUPPER_______
TOTAL BIDS VALUE________________________

I recommend that ______________________________ receive an award.
(Name of Bidder)

Reason: __________________________________________________________________

*Attach copy of bid(s)

Sponsor/Vendor Award Conference Date: ________________________________

Name and Title of Person Making Recommendations ______________________ Date ______________

**(BIDS at $150,000 or more MUST OBTAIN A BOND NOT GREATER THAN 10% BUT NOT LESS THAN 5% OF VALUE OF CONTRACT)

The Department will not approve the program unless a copy of the advertisement of the bid, the bid award summary and signed contract are received and approved.